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"DIFFICULT DIABETES" reveals the 7 important things Doctors don't tell Type 2 diabetics

diagnosed late in the course of their disease.This book is written for newly diagnosed Type 2's

with "difficult" diabetes. It is written for those whose first inkling of having the disease came

when they suddenly went blind, when they were told they have neuropathy, or when they

suffered the loss of a limb.Even these diabetics can find their way back to health.The very first

thing anyone with "difficult" diabetes needs to know is this simple truth... DIABETES IS NOT

YOUR FAULT!
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athletic and industrious 40-year-old. Working a desk job during the week, he and a friend were

busy setting up a plant farm, carrying timbers, driving fence posts, and lugging heavy loads

through mud and sand with and without wheelbarrows.In addition to the 20 hours or so he

spent every week with his plants, Robert also found time to do competitive mountain biking, go

on hikes with friends, sing in his church's choir, tutor adults seeking their GEDs, and

occasionally look after his aging parents and his brother's two young children.A little after his

thirty-ninth birthday, however, Robert had known something was wrong. A few months earlier,

Robert had had a bad case of the flu that took two months to go away. That had been when

matters began to go seriously wrong.Even though he could easily eat 5,000 calories a day and

not gain weight because of all the exercise he got, Robert found himself wanting to eat

everything in sight. He started eating 10,000 to 12,000 calories a day, but did not gain weight.

A few months later, Robert became incredibly thirsty. He preferred a brand of mineral water

called Topo Chico, so he knew exactly how much water he was drinking. That was an entire

case—48 liters—each and every day.Naturally, Robert consulted his physician. He was given

CAT scans, a PET scan, and several comprehensive fasting blood workups. The neurologist

commented that his unusual appetite "must be due to brain damage, which we will find on your

autopsy." His family physician told him he must be a glutton to want to eat all the time.Robert's

fasting blood sugars were all entirely normal, ranging from 74 mg/dL (4.1 mmol/L) to a slightly

elevated 110 mg/dL (6.1 mmol/L) just one time. He felt bad night and day, but he kept up his

demanding schedule of mental and physical work, until one afternoon he suddenly went

blind.Robert called his family doctor, who told him he could fit him in for an appointment in

three weeks. He had already written off further care by the specialist who opined his problem

could be best diagnosed by autopsy. Rebuffed by his primary caregiver, Robert got a friend to

drive him to the ER.The ER had no trouble making a diagnosis. Robert's blood glucose level



was 677 mg/dL (37.6 mmol/L). The reason he had gone blind was a condition called

hyperosmolarity. His blood was literally so thick with sugar it could not circulate through his

eyes.The emergency room physician gave Robert 3 liters of saline, 10 units of insulin, and an

appointment with a diabetes educator. Robert got a lift to the educator's office the next day. The

diabetes educator chided him that he obviously had not been checking his blood sugars -

although he had only been diagnosed the day before - and he would have to take his sugar

right then and there, or there was no point in continuing the training.Robert could pierce his

finger and did get blood, but since he could not see the slide he could not take his blood sugar

reading. The educator went into a pique and sent him home. A few days later Robert received

bills totaling $5,700 beyond what was covered by insurance, including $1200 for the two-hour

session with the diabetes educator who failed to notice he had lost his sight.Robert's

experience, sadly, is not unique. Every year, tens of thousands of Type 2 diabetics only learn of

their disease after they experience severe complications.Most people who are diagnosed with

"difficult" diabetes have taken reasonable measures to protect their health. They get regular

checkups. They get regular exercise. They only overeat when they are really hungry.If your first

information about your status as a Type 2 diabetic could be described as a "rude awakening,"

chances are you have been doing everything your doctor has told you to do for years - except

you probably have not been able to lose weight.This book is written for newly diagnosed Type

2's with "difficult" diabetes. It is written for those whose first inkling of having the disease came

when they suddenly went blind, when they were told they had neuropathy, or when they

suffered the loss of a limb.
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